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(54) DISTRIBUTED GRAPH COMPUTATION METHOD AND DEVICE

(57) Embodiments of the present invention disclose
a graph partitioning method. The method in the embod-
iments of the present invention includes: after a graph
partitioning apparatus extracts an edge, first determining
whether an aggregation degree between a currently ex-
tracted edge and an allocated edge in a first device sat-
isfies a preset condition; then, when the preset condition
is satisfied, determining whether a quantity of allocated
edges stored in the first device is less than a first preset
threshold; and allocating the currently extracted edge to
the first device when the quantity is less than the first
preset threshold. In this way, an aggregation degree be-
tween allocated edges in each device is relatively high
and each device has relatively balanced load. When an
edge changes and an edge associated with the particular
edge needs to be synchronized, a relatively small quan-
tity of devices need to perform synchronization and up-
date, so that costs of communication between devices
are reduced, and distributed graph computing efficiency
is improved.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201610982455.7, filed with the Chi-
nese Patent Office on November 8, 2016 and entitled
"GRAPH PARTITIONING METHOD AND APPARA-
TUS".

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This application relates to the field of distributed
graph computing, and in particular, to a graph partitioning
method and apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Distributed graph computing is an important
field of big data analysis, and is used to process large-
scale graph data. Data of many fields is presented by
using a graph. In form, one graph includes a plurality of
vertices and edges. For example, in a social network, a
user is a vertex of a graph, and a friendship between
users is used as an edge of the graph. For another ex-
ample, in e-commerce, a user and a commodity are ver-
tices of a graph, and a behavior of user browsing and
commodity purchase is used as an edge of the graph.
For another example, in the Internet, a web page is used
as a vertex of a graph, and a hyperlink between web
pages is used as an edge of the graph. Other fields in
which information is mainly presented as graph data fur-
ther include the Internet of Things and a communications
network.
[0004] Due to rapid development of these big data
fields including the Internet, the Internet of Things, e-
commerce, and the like, graph data increases sharply in
scale (for example, a clue-web has 1 billion web pages
and 42 billion hyperlinks). Therefore, a main challenge
is how to efficiently process large-scale graph data to
support graph-data-based data mining, analysis, and de-
cision. A solution commonly used in the industry is a dis-
tributed graph computing system. The distributed graph
computing system is intended to use cooperation per-
formance of a device cluster (for example, a computer
cluster) to partition to-be-processed graph data into a
plurality of parts (each part may be referred to as a sub-
graph) and allocate the parts to different devices for par-
allel computing, so as to improve efficiency. However, to
maintain computing status consistency, distributed graph
computing requires a large amount of frequent commu-
nication between devices. To ensure computing correct-
ness, a latest status obtained by each device by comput-
ing needs to be transferred to a device in which a sub-
graph adjacent ("adjacent" herein means that there is an
overlapped vertex or edge) to a subgraph stored in each
device is located. This results in high communication
costs. Because most graph algorithms use an overall to-
pology result of a graph to improve a learning effect, com-
puting for different subgraphs requires frequent comput-

ing status synchronization, leading to a large amount of
communication between devices. Because subgraph
computing of different devices is highly interdependent,
the entire distributed graph computing has a large per-
centage of time (up to 80% to 90%) spent on communi-
cation between devices. Therefore, an important means
to improve distributed graph computing efficiency is re-
ducing communication costs.
[0005] In an existing graph partitioning method, edges
in a graph are randomly allocated to different devices.
Although the method achieves relatively high graph par-
titioning efficiency, a subgraph allocated to each device
has a disadvantage of a high replication factor. The rep-
lication factor is a sum of quantities of vertices appearing
in all machines divided by a total quantity of vertices in
a graph (one vertex may appear in different machines).
Therefore, a larger replication factor indicates that more
devices need to perform status synchronization and up-
date during status synchronization. As a result, commu-
nication costs are relatively high, and overall distributed
graph computing efficiency is relatively low.

SUMMARY

[0006] This application provides a graph partitioning
method and apparatus, to reduce costs of communica-
tion between devices, and improve distributed graph
computing efficiency.
[0007] A first aspect of this application provides a graph
partitioning method, used to extract edges one by one
from a graph and allocate the edges to a plurality of de-
vices. The method is specifically as follows:
[0008] First, an edge is extracted from randomly dis-
ordered edges in a memory. Then it is determined wheth-
er an aggregation degree between the currently extract-
ed edge and an allocated edge in a first device that has
been allocated an edge satisfies a preset condition. If the
preset condition is satisfied, it indicates that the aggre-
gation degree between the currently extracted edge and
the allocated edge in the first device is relatively high,
and the currently extracted edge is suitable to be allocat-
ed to the first device. If the preset condition is not satisfied,
it indicates that the aggregation degree between the cur-
rently extracted edge and the allocated edge in the first
device is relatively low, and the currently extracted edge
is not suitable to be allocated to the first device. When
the aggregation degree between the currently extracted
edge and the allocated edge in the first device satisfies
the preset condition, it is further determined whether a
quantity of allocated edges stored in the first device is
less than a first preset threshold. To make load of each
device relatively balanced, the first preset threshold may
be a proper quantity of allocated edges that is set by a
graph partitioning apparatus for each device, and the
quantity may be an average value obtained by dividing
a total quantity of all edges by a quantity of devices par-
ticipating in edge allocation. If the quantity of the allocated
edges stored in the first device is greater than or equal
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to the first preset threshold, it indicates that the first device
is not suitable to be further allocated an edge. If the quan-
tity of the allocated edges stored in the first device is less
than the first preset threshold, it indicates that the first
device may further be allocated an edge, and the cur-
rently extracted edge is allocated to the first device. In
this way, an aggregation degree between allocated edg-
es in each device is relatively high, and when an edge
changes and an edge associated with the particular edge
needs to be synchronized, a relatively small quantity of
devices need to perform synchronization and update, so
that costs of communication between devices are re-
duced, and distributed graph computing efficiency is im-
proved.
[0009] In a possible implementation, the graph parti-
tioning method may further include:
[0010] When the aggregation degree between the cur-
rently extracted edge and the allocated edge in the first
device does not satisfy the preset condition, it indicates
that the aggregation degree between the currently ex-
tracted edge and the allocated edge in the first device is
not high, and the currently extracted edge is not suitable
to be allocated to the first device. Therefore, the currently
extracted edge may be temporarily cached to facilitate
subsequent allocation to a proper device. Specifically,
the currently extracted edge may be cached into an in-
ternal storage of the graph partitioning apparatus, such
as a register, or memory, or a flash memory.
[0011] In another possible implementation, the method
further includes the following:
[0012] When a quantity of cached edges reaches a
second preset threshold, some cached edges are allo-
cated to a second device based on a preset rule, where
the second device is a device that has not been allocated
an edge.
[0013] When the register of the graph partitioning ap-
paratus is full or a relatively large quantity of edges are
cached in the graph partitioning apparatus, a cached
edge may be allocated to a device that has not been
allocated an edge. During the allocation, not all the
cached edges are allocated to the second device. In-
stead, edges having a relatively high aggregation degree
are selected and allocated to the second device based
on the preset rule, and a remaining edge is still stored in
the register, and waits for subsequent allocation. In this
way, an aggregation degree between the edges allocated
to the second device is also relatively high, costs of com-
munication between devices are also reduced, and dis-
tributed graph computing efficiency is also improved.
[0014] In another possible implementation, that some
cached edges are allocated to a second device based
on a preset rule may be specifically as follows:
[0015] First, a first candidate vertex connected to a
core vertex set is determined, where a smallest quantity
of unallocated edges use the first candidate vertex as a
vertex, the first candidate vertex is a vertex in a border
vertex set, and the border vertex set includes the core
vertex set. If the core vertex set is an empty set, a vertex

is first randomly selected as the core vertex set, and a
vertex adjacent to the core vertex is used as the border
vertex set.
[0016] Then the first candidate vertex is added to the
core vertex set, and a second candidate vertex is deter-
mined, where the second candidate vertex is adjacent to
the first candidate vertex, and the second candidate ver-
tex is located outside the border vertex set.
[0017] Then a first candidate edge is allocated to the
second device, where the first candidate edge is an edge
formed by the first candidate vertex and the second can-
didate vertex.
[0018] Then the second candidate vertex is added to
the border vertex set.
[0019] When the border vertex set further includes an-
other vertex adjacent to the second candidate vertex, an
edge formed by the second candidate vertex and the
another vertex is allocated to the second device.
[0020] The foregoing steps are cyclically performed,
and when a quantity of edges allocated to the second
device reaches a third preset threshold, allocation of a
cached edge to the second device is suspended. In this
way, edges allocated from the register to the second de-
vice are highly associated with each other, an aggrega-
tion degree between the edges is relatively high, and
costs of communication between devices are reduced.
[0021] A second aspect of this application provides a
graph partitioning apparatus, configured to extract edges
one by one from a graph and allocate the edges to a
plurality of devices, where the graph partitioning appa-
ratus includes a determining unit and an allocation unit.
[0022] The determining unit is configured to determine
whether an aggregation degree between a currently ex-
tracted edge and an allocated edge in a first device that
has been allocated an edge satisfies a preset condition.
If the preset condition is satisfied, it indicates that the
aggregation degree between the currently extracted
edge and the allocated edge in the first device is relatively
high, and the currently extracted edge is suitable to be
allocated to the first device. If the preset condition is not
satisfied, it indicates that the aggregation degree be-
tween the currently extracted edge and the allocated
edge in the first device is relatively low, and the currently
extracted edge is not suitable to be allocated to the first
device.
[0023] The determining unit is further configured to:
when the aggregation degree between the currently ex-
tracted edge and the allocated edge in the first device
satisfies the preset condition, determine whether a quan-
tity of allocated edges stored in the first device is less
than a first preset threshold. To make load of each device
relatively balanced, the first preset threshold may be a
proper quantity of allocated edges that is set by the graph
partitioning apparatus for each device, and the quantity
may be an average value obtained by dividing a total
quantity of all edges by a quantity of devices participating
in edge allocation. If the quantity of the allocated edges
stored in the first device is greater than or equal to the
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first preset threshold, it indicates that the first device is
not suitable to be further allocated an edge. If the quantity
of the allocated edges stored in the first device is less
than the first preset threshold, it indicates that the first
device may further be allocated an edge.
[0024] The allocation unit is configured to allocate the
currently extracted edge to the first device when the
quantity of the allocated edges stored in the first device
is less than the first preset threshold. In this way, an ag-
gregation degree between allocated edges in each de-
vice is relatively high, and when an edge changes and
an edge associated with the particular edge needs to be
synchronized, a relatively small quantity of devices need
to perform synchronization and update, so that costs of
communication between devices are reduced, and dis-
tributed graph computing efficiency is improved.
[0025] A third aspect of this application provides a
graph partitioning apparatus, configured to extract edges
one by one from a graph and allocate the edges to a
plurality of devices, where the apparatus includes: a
transceiver, a memory storing a computer instruction,
and a processor executing the computer instruction to
implement the following graph partitioning method:

determining whether an aggregation degree be-
tween a currently extracted edge and an allocated
edge in a first device satisfies a preset condition,
where the first device is a device that has been al-
located an edge;
when the aggregation degree between the currently
extracted edge and the allocated edge in the first
device satisfies the preset condition, determining
whether a quantity of allocated edges stored in the
first device is less than a first preset threshold; and
allocating the currently extracted edge to the first de-
vice when the quantity of the allocated edges stored
in the first device is less than the first preset thresh-
old.

[0026] A fourth aspect of this application provides a
storage medium storing program code, and when being
executed, the program code performs the graph parti-
tioning method provided in the first aspect or any imple-
mentation of the first aspect. The storage medium in-
cludes but is not limited to a flash memory (English: flash
memory), a hard disk drive (English: hard disk drive, HDD
for short), or a solid state drive (English: solid state drive,
SSD for short).
[0027] It may be learned from the foregoing technical
solutions that, in the embodiments of this application, af-
ter extracting the edge, the graph partitioning apparatus
first determines whether the aggregation degree be-
tween the currently extracted edge and the allocated
edge in the first device satisfies the preset condition; then,
when the preset condition is satisfied, determines wheth-
er the quantity of the allocated edges stored in the first
device is less than the first preset threshold; and allocates
the currently extracted edge to the first device when the

quantity is less than the first preset threshold. In this way,
an aggregation degree between allocated edges in each
device is relatively high and each device has relatively
balanced load. When an edge changes and an edge as-
sociated with the particular edge needs to be synchro-
nized, a relatively small quantity of devices need to per-
form synchronization and update, so that costs of com-
munication between devices are reduced, and distribut-
ed graph computing efficiency is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0028]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system architec-
ture to which a graph partitioning method is applied
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a graph partitioning
method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a specific example
scenario of a graph partitioning method according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a graph partitioning
apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 5 is another schematic diagram of a graph par-
titioning apparatus according to an embodiment of
the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0029] The embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide a graph partitioning method and apparatus, to re-
duce costs of communication between devices, and im-
prove distributed graph computing efficiency.
[0030] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently,
the described embodiments are merely some but not all
of the embodiments of the present invention.
[0031] In the specification, claims, and accompanying
drawings of the present invention, the terms "first", "sec-
ond", "third", "fourth", and so on (if existent) are intended
to distinguish between similar objects but do not neces-
sarily indicate a specific order or sequence. It should be
understood that the data termed in such a way is inter-
changeable in proper circumstances, so that the embod-
iments of the present invention described herein can be
implemented in orders other than the order illustrated or
described herein. Moreover, the terms "include", "have",
and any other variants mean to cover the non-exclusive
inclusion, for example, a process, method, system, prod-
uct, or device that includes a list of steps or units is not
necessarily limited to those steps or units, but may in-
clude other steps or units not expressly listed or inherent
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to such a process, method, system, product, or device.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a schematic dia-
gram of a system architecture to which a graph partition-
ing method is applied according to an embodiment of the
present invention. The system architecture includes a
plurality of devices and a graph partitioning apparatus.
The graph partitioning apparatus and the devices may
be homogeneous or heterogeneous. The graph partition-
ing apparatus may also be used as an object allocated
an edge, like the plurality of devices. The plurality of de-
vices are connected in a wired or wireless manner, and
the graph partitioning apparatus is connected to the plu-
rality of devices in a wired or wireless manner. The plu-
rality of devices may be specifically a device having in-
telligent computing and storage capabilities, such as a
computer or a server, and the graph partitioning appara-
tus may also be specifically a device having an intelligent
graph partitioning capability, such as a computer or a
server. The graph partitioning apparatus is configured to:
first obtain an entire to-be-allocated graph, where the
graph includes a plurality of edges, each edge has two
vertices, and the graph partitioning apparatus extracts
the edges one by one from the obtained to-be-allocated
graph; then compare an aggregation degree between a
currently extracted edge and an edge in a device that
has been allocated an edge; and when the aggregation
degree reaches a standard, allocate the currently extract-
ed edge to the device. If the aggregation degree does
not satisfy a standard, the graph partitioning apparatus
may first cache the currently extracted edge into a reg-
ister or another internal storage, and when a quantity of
edges cached in the graph partitioning apparatus reach-
es a threshold, allocate the cached edges in batches to
a device that has not been allocated an edge. In this way,
an aggregation degree between allocated edges in each
device is relatively high, and when an edge changes and
an edge associated with the particular edge needs to be
synchronized, it is very likely that internal synchronization
and update are performed just in a device in which the
edge is located, and even though other devices also need
to perform synchronization and update, a quantity of de-
vices needing to perform synchronization and update is
relatively small, so that costs of communication between
devices are reduced, and distributed graph computing
efficiency is improved.
[0033] Referring to FIG. 2, an embodiment of a graph
partitioning method in an embodiment of the present in-
vention includes the following steps.
[0034] 101. A graph partitioning apparatus determines
whether an aggregation degree between a currently ex-
tracted edge and an allocated edge in a first device sat-
isfies a preset condition. If yes, step 102 is performed. If
no, step 104 is performed. The first device is a device
that has been allocated an edge.
[0035] The graph partitioning apparatus may first ob-
tain an entire to-be-allocated graph. Then the graph par-
titioning apparatus can obtain, by statistics collection, a
quantity of edges and a quantity of vertices in the graph

and a degree of each vertex, then extract all the edges
one by one from the graph, and allocate each extracted
edge to a corresponding device. When allocating the cur-
rently extracted edge, the graph partitioning apparatus
first compares and determines the aggregation degree
between the currently extracted edge and the edge in
the first device that has been allocated an edge, and then
correspondingly allocates the currently extracted edge
depending on whether the aggregation degree satisfies
the preset condition. Whether the aggregation degree
satisfies the preset condition may be: Two vertices of the
currently extracted edge both match vertices in the allo-
cated edge in the first device. That is, the allocated edge
stored in the first device has vertices the same as the
two vertices of the currently extracted edge. It should be
noted that, this is not limited only to that the currently
extracted edge is the same as one of allocated edges
stored in the first device, and it is also possible that one
vertex of the currently extracted edge is the same as a
vertex of a first edge in the first device, and the other
vertex of the currently extracted edge is the same as a
vertex of a second edge in the first device.
[0036] Alternatively, whether the aggregation degree
satisfies the preset condition may be: One of vertices of
the currently extracted edge matches a vertex in the al-
located edge in the first device, and degrees of the two
vertices of the currently extracted edge each are less
than an average degree of vertices in the allocated edge
in the first device. If only one vertex of the currently ex-
tracted edge appears in the edge stored in the first device,
the degrees of the two vertices of the currently extracted
edge and the average degree of the vertices in the first
device need to be further determined. If the degrees of
the two vertices of the currently extracted edge each are
less than the average degree of the vertices in the first
device, it indicates that the currently extracted edge does
not have many association relationships, and update of
the currently extracted edge is not very costly. Therefore,
the currently extracted edge may also be allocated to the
first device. If the currently extracted edge satisfies the
foregoing two conditions, it indicates that the aggregation
degree between the currently extracted edge and the
edge stored in the first device is relatively high, and the
currently extracted edge should be allocated to the first
device. Therefore, when the currently extracted edge
changes, an edge associated with the currently extracted
edge is probably stored in the first device. In this case,
only the edge associated with the currently extracted
edge and stored in the first device needs to be updated,
and communication costs of synchronization between
devices are reduced.
[0037] Optionally, the graph partitioning apparatus
may extract an edge from the cached edges, or from the
obtained entire graph. If an edge is cached in a register
in the graph partitioning apparatus, an edge may be pref-
erentially extracted from the register. If the edge extract-
ed from the register is allocated, the edge is deleted from
the register. If the edge is not allocated successfully, the
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edge is still cached in the register. After all edges in the
register are extracted, an edge may be extracted from
the obtained entire graph. Optionally, to lower a replica-
tion factor, the graph partitioning apparatus may random-
ly extract an edge from the obtained entire graph. Alter-
natively, the graph partitioning apparatus first randomly
disorders a topology structure of the obtained graph, and
then sequentially extracts edges one by one from the
disordered graph.
[0038] 102. The graph partitioning apparatus deter-
mines whether a quantity of allocated edges stored in
the first device is less than a first preset threshold. If yes,
step 103 is performed. If no, step 104 is performed.
[0039] To make allocated edges of each device rela-
tively even so that load of each device is relatively bal-
anced, a first preset threshold may be set for each device.
Before the graph partitioning apparatus allocates the cur-
rently extracted edge to the first device, the graph parti-
tioning apparatus first determines that the quantity of the
allocated edges stored in the first device is less than the
first preset threshold. In this case, it indicates that the
quantity of the edges stored in the first device has not
reached a standard, and an edge may be further allocat-
ed to the first device. If the quantity of the allocated edges
stored in the first device is greater than or equal to the
first preset threshold, the first device does not need to
be further allocated an edge, and the graph partitioning
apparatus compares an aggregation degree between the
currently extracted edge and an edge in another first de-
vice, and allocates the currently extracted edge to anoth-
er device. Optionally, the first preset threshold may be
set to an average value, that is, an average value ob-
tained by dividing a quantity of edges of the entire graph
by a quantity of devices participating in edge allocation.
Alternatively, the first preset threshold may be custom-
ized based on performance and a requirement of each
device. For example, a first device has relatively high
performance, and a first preset threshold for the first de-
vice may be set to be greater than the average value; a
second device has relatively low performance, and a first
preset threshold for the second device may be set to be
less than the average value.
[0040] Optionally, if a quantity of allocated edges in a
first device has reached the first preset threshold, during
aggregation degree comparison for the currently extract-
ed edge, the graph partitioning apparatus may skip ag-
gregation degree comparison with the first device. That
is, when a quantity of allocated edges in a first device
has reached a second preset threshold, the first device
no longer participates in subsequent aggregation degree
comparison and edge allocation processes.
[0041] 103. The graph partitioning apparatus allocates
the currently extracted edge to the first device.
[0042] If the aggregation degree between the currently
extracted edge and the allocated edge in the first device
satisfies the preset condition, the graph partitioning ap-
paratus allocates the currently extracted edge to the first
device. It should be noted that, the first device is not lim-

ited to one device, but means a device in all devices that
has been allocated an edge, and the graph partitioning
apparatus needs to compare the currently extracted edge
with edges in all devices that have been allocated an
edge one by one. For example, there are three devices
that have been allocated an edge. Then the graph parti-
tioning apparatus compares the currently extracted edge
with edges in the three devices one by one. If an aggre-
gation degree between an edge in a first device and the
currently extracted edge does not satisfy the preset con-
dition, the graph partitioning apparatus further compares
the currently extracted edge with an edge in a second
device. If an aggregation degree satisfies the preset con-
dition, the currently extracted edge may be allocated to
the second device, and does not need to be compared
with an edge in a third device.
[0043] 104. The graph partitioning apparatus caches
the currently extracted edge.
[0044] When the aggregation degree between the cur-
rently extracted edge and the allocated edge in the first
device does not satisfy the preset condition or the first
device stores a relatively large quantity of allocated edg-
es, the graph partitioning apparatus first caches the cur-
rently extracted edge. Optionally, the graph partitioning
apparatus may cache the currently extracted edge into
the register or another internal storage of the graph par-
titioning apparatus.
[0045] 105. When a quantity of cached edges reaches
a second preset threshold, the graph partitioning appa-
ratus allocates some cached edges to a second device
based on a preset rule, where the second device is a
device that has not been allocated an edge.
[0046] Because the register has limited storage space,
to avoid caching excessive unallocated edges in the
graph partitioning apparatus, the graph partitioning ap-
paratus further sets the second preset threshold. When
a quantity of edges cached in the register in the graph
partitioning apparatus reaches the second preset thresh-
old, the edges in the register need to be allocated in
batches. Because an aggregation degree between each
edge cached in the register and the edge in the first device
that has been allocated an edge does not satisfy the pre-
set condition, the edges in the register are allocated in
batches based on the rule to the second device that has
not been allocated an edge.
[0047] Optionally, that the graph partitioning apparatus
allocates some cached edges to a second device based
on a preset rule may be specifically:

determining, by the graph partitioning apparatus, a
first candidate vertex connected to a core vertex set,
where a smallest quantity of unallocated edges use
the first candidate vertex as a vertex, the first candi-
date vertex is a vertex in a border vertex set, and the
border vertex set includes the core vertex set;
adding, by the graph partitioning apparatus, the first
candidate vertex to the core vertex set;
determining, by the graph partitioning apparatus, a
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second candidate vertex, where the second candi-
date vertex is adjacent to the first candidate vertex,
and the second candidate vertex is located outside
the border vertex set;
allocating, by the graph partitioning apparatus, a first
candidate edge to the second device, where the first
candidate edge is an edge formed by the first can-
didate vertex and the second candidate vertex;
adding, by the graph partitioning apparatus, the sec-
ond candidate vertex to the border vertex set;
when the border vertex set further includes another
vertex adjacent to the second candidate vertex, al-
locating, by the graph partitioning apparatus, an
edge formed by the second candidate vertex and the
another vertex to the second device; and
when a quantity of edges allocated to the second
device reaches a third preset threshold, suspending,
by the graph partitioning apparatus, allocation of a
cached edge to the second device.

[0048] An example is used below for description. Two
sets: a core vertex set C and a border vertex set S may
be maintained. First, a candidate vertex x is selected,
and a specific selection formula may be: 

[0049] The selection formula means that a smallest
quantity of unallocated edges use the candidate vertex
x as a vertex. N(v) represents a set of vertices adjacent
to a vertex v. Specifically, when C and S are empty sets
(at the beginning) or C = S, a vertex is randomly selected
from a graph cached in the register of the graph parti-
tioning apparatus, the vertex is used as the core vertex
set C, and all vertices adjacent to the vertex form the
border vertex set S. Then a vertex is selected from the
border vertex set according to the selection formula as
the first candidate vertex x, then the first candidate vertex
x is added to the vertex set C, an edge outside the border
vertex set S and adjacent to the first candidate vertex x
is allocated to a current second device (Ei), then the bor-
der set S is updated, and S = V(Ei) is used as a vertex
set of a subgraph Ei, and to be specific, a vertex adjacent
to the first candidate vertex x is added to the border vertex
set S. Then it is determined whether the vertex newly
added to the border vertex set S is adjacent to another
vertex (other than vertices of an edge that has been al-
located) in the border vertex set S, and if yes, an edge
formed by the vertex newly added to the border vertex
set S and the another adjacent vertex is allocated to the
second device Ei. The foregoing steps are repeated until
|Ei| > \alpha∗|E|/p (\alpha > 1, for example, \alpha = 1.1).
Then, edge allocation to the second device is suspended.
E represents an edge set in the register after the first
preset threshold is reached, and Ei represents an allo-
cated edge in an ith device.

[0050] As shown in FIG. 3, a small circle represents a
vertex of a graph, a solid line represents an edge that
has been allocated, a dashed line represents an unallo-
cated edge, C is a core vertex set, and S is a border
vertex set. In the left diagram of FIG. 3, C has two vertices
that have been selected, vertices adjacent to the selected
vertices are a vertex z and a vertex x, three unallocated
edges are adjacent to the vertex z, and one unallocated
edge is adjacent to the vertex x. Therefore, the vertex x
is added to the core vertex set C (referring to the right
diagram of FIG. 3), and then the core vertex set C in-
cludes three vertices including the vertex x. A vertex y is
a vertex outside the border vertex set and adjacent to
the vertex x, and an edge {x, y} is adjacent to the core
vertex set. Therefore, the edge {x, y} is allocated to the
current second device. The vertex y is added to the bor-
der vertex set S, so that the vertex z and the vertex y are
both in the border vertex set S, and the vertex y is also
adjacent to the vertex z in the border vertex set S. There-
fore, an edge {z, y} is also allocated to the second device.
[0051] Optionally, after allocating the edge cached in
the register to the second device, the graph partitioning
apparatus deletes the edge from the register, so that ca-
pacity is reclaimed in the register to cache a newly ex-
tracted edge.
[0052] As shown in FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is a schematic dia-
gram of a graph partitioning apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention. The apparatus is
configured to extract edges one by one from a graph and
allocate the edges to a plurality of devices, and specifi-
cally includes:

a determining unit 201, configured to determine
whether an aggregation degree between a currently
extracted edge and an allocated edge in a first device
satisfies a preset condition, where the first device is
a device that has been allocated an edge, where
the determining unit 201 is further configured to:
when the aggregation degree between the currently
extracted edge and the allocated edge in the first
device satisfies the preset condition, determine
whether a quantity of allocated edges stored in the
first device is less than a first preset threshold; and
an allocation unit 202, configured to allocate the cur-
rently extracted edge to the first device when the
quantity of the allocated edges stored in the first de-
vice is less than the first preset threshold.

[0053] Optionally, the preset condition includes:
two vertices of the currently extracted edge both match
vertices in the allocated edge in the first device.
[0054] Optionally, the preset condition includes:
one of vertices of the currently extracted edge matches
a vertex in the allocated edge in the first device, and
degrees of two vertices of the currently extracted edge
each are less than an average degree of vertices in the
allocated edge in the first device.
[0055] Optionally, the apparatus further includes:
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a caching unit 203, configured to cache the currently ex-
tracted edge when the aggregation degree between the
currently extracted edge and the allocated edge in the
first device does not satisfy the preset condition.
[0056] Optionally, the allocation unit 202 is further con-
figured to:
when a quantity of cached edges reaches a second pre-
set threshold, allocate some cached edges to a second
device based on a preset rule, where the second device
is a device that has not been allocated an edge.
[0057] Optionally, the allocation unit 202 is specifically
configured to:

determine a first candidate vertex connected to a
core vertex set, where a smallest quantity of unallo-
cated edges use the first candidate vertex as a ver-
tex, the first candidate vertex is a vertex in a border
vertex set, and the border vertex set includes the
core vertex set;
add the first candidate vertex to the core vertex set;
determine a second candidate vertex, where the sec-
ond candidate vertex is adjacent to the first candidate
vertex, and the second candidate vertex is located
outside the border vertex set;
allocate a first candidate edge to the second device,
where the first candidate edge is an edge formed by
the first candidate vertex and the second candidate
vertex;
add the second candidate vertex to the border vertex
set;
when the border vertex set further includes another
vertex adjacent to the second candidate vertex, al-
locate an edge formed by the second candidate ver-
tex and the another vertex to the second device; and
when a quantity of edges allocated to the second
device reaches a third preset threshold, suspend al-
location of a cached edge to the second device.

[0058] Optionally, the apparatus further includes:

an extraction unit 204, configured to successively
extract an edge from cached edges before the de-
termining unit determines whether the aggregation
degree between the currently extracted edge and
the allocated edge in the first device satisfies the
preset condition; and

a deletion unit 205, configured to delete the currently
extracted edge from the cached edges after the cur-
rently extracted edge is allocated to the first device.

[0059] Optionally, the extraction unit 204 is further con-
figured to successively and randomly extract an edge
from an obtained graph before the determining unit de-
termines whether the aggregation degree between the
currently extracted edge and the allocated edge in the
first device satisfies the preset condition.
[0060] For specific descriptions of units in the embod-

iment of FIG. 4, refer to a detailed description of the graph
partitioning method provided in the embodiment of FIG.
2. Details are not described herein again.
[0061] The graph partitioning apparatus in the embod-
iment of FIG. 4 further has an embodiment in another
form. As shown in FIG. 5, the graph partitioning apparatus
includes: a processor 301, a memory 302, and a trans-
ceiver 303. The processor 301, the memory 302, and the
transceiver 303 are connected by using a bus 304. The
transceiver 303 may include a transmitter and a receiver.
The memory 302 stores a computer instruction. The proc-
essor 301 executes the computer instruction to imple-
ment a function in the graph partitioning method in the
embodiment of FIG. 2. Various flexible design manners
may be used for specific implementation. For functions
of parts, further refer to the method embodiment. No lim-
itation is set in the present invention.
[0062] It may be clearly understood by persons skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the forego-
ing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding
process in the foregoing method embodiments, and de-
tails are not described herein again.
[0063] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiment is merely an example. For example, the unit
division is merely logical function division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a
plurality of units or components may be combined or in-
tegrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or
discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented by using
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0064] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
based on actual requirements to achieve the objectives
of the solutions of the embodiments.
[0065] In addition, functional units in the embodiments
of this application may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or
two or more units are integrated into one unit. The inte-
grated unit may be implemented in a form of hardware,
or may be implemented in a form of a software functional
unit.
[0066] When the integrated unit is implemented in the
form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an
independent product, the integrated unit may be stored
in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such
an understanding, the technical solutions of this applica-
tion essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art,
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or all or a part of the technical solutions may be imple-
mented in the form of a software product. The computer
software product is stored in a storage medium and in-
cludes several instructions for instructing a computer de-
vice (which may be a personal computer, a server, a net-
work device, or the like) to perform all or a part of the
steps of the methods described in the embodiments of
this application. The foregoing storage medium includes
any medium that can store program code, such as a USB
flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory
(ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory
(RAM, Random Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or an
optical disc.
[0067] The foregoing embodiments are merely intend-
ed to describe the technical solutions of this application,
but not to limit this application. Although this application
is described in detail with reference to the foregoing em-
bodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art should un-
derstand that they may still make modifications to the
technical solutions described in the foregoing embodi-
ments or make equivalent replacements to some tech-
nical features thereof, without departing from the spirit
and scope of the technical solutions of the embodiments
of this application.

Claims

1. A graph partitioning method, used to extract edges
one by one from a graph and allocate the edges to
a plurality of devices, wherein the method comprises:

determining whether an aggregation degree be-
tween a currently extracted edge and an allo-
cated edge in a first device satisfies a preset
condition, wherein the first device is a device
that has been allocated an edge;
when the aggregation degree between the cur-
rently extracted edge and the allocated edge in
the first device satisfies the preset condition, de-
termining whether a quantity of allocated edges
stored in the first device is less than a first preset
threshold; and
allocating the currently extracted edge to the first
device when the quantity of the allocated edges
stored in the first device is less than the first pre-
set threshold.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the preset
condition comprises:
two vertices of the currently extracted edge both
match vertices in the allocated edge in the first de-
vice.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the preset
condition comprises:
one of vertices of the currently extracted edge match-
es a vertex in the allocated edge in the first device,

and degrees of two vertices of the currently extracted
edge each are less than an average degree of ver-
tices in the allocated edge in the first device.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the method further comprises:
caching the currently extracted edge when the ag-
gregation degree between the currently extracted
edge and the allocated edge in the first device does
not satisfy the preset condition.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:
when a quantity of cached edges reaches a second
preset threshold, allocating some cached edges to
a second device based on a preset rule, wherein the
second device is a device that has not been allocated
an edge.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the allo-
cating some cached edges to a second device based
on a preset rule comprises:

determining a first candidate vertex connected
to a core vertex set, wherein a smallest quantity
of unallocated edges use the first candidate ver-
tex as a vertex, the first candidate vertex is a
vertex in a border vertex set, and the border ver-
tex set comprises the core vertex set;
adding the first candidate vertex to the core ver-
tex set;
determining a second candidate vertex, wherein
the second candidate vertex is adjacent to the
first candidate vertex, and the second candidate
vertex is located outside the border vertex set;
allocating a first candidate edge to the second
device, wherein the first candidate edge is an
edge formed by the first candidate vertex and
the second candidate vertex;
adding the second candidate vertex to the bor-
der vertex set;
when the border vertex set further comprises
another vertex adjacent to the second candidate
vertex, allocating an edge formed by the second
candidate vertex and the another vertex to the
second device; and
when a quantity of edges allocated to the second
device reaches a third preset threshold, sus-
pending allocation of a cached edge to the sec-
ond device.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein before the determining whether an aggre-
gation degree between a currently extracted edge
and an allocated edge in a first device satisfies a
preset condition, the method further comprises:

successively extracting an edge from cached
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edges; and
deleting the currently extracted edge from the
cached edges after the currently extracted edge
is allocated to the first device.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein before the determining whether an aggre-
gation degree between a currently extracted edge
and an allocated edge in a first device satisfies a
preset condition, the method further comprises:
successively and randomly extracting an edge from
an obtained graph.

9. A graph partitioning apparatus, configured to extract
edges one by one from a graph and allocate the edg-
es to a plurality of devices, wherein the apparatus
comprises:

a determining unit, configured to determine
whether an aggregation degree between a cur-
rently extracted edge and an allocated edge in
a first device satisfies a preset condition, where-
in the first device is a device that has been allo-
cated an edge, wherein
the determining unit is further configured to:
when the aggregation degree between the cur-
rently extracted edge and the allocated edge in
the first device satisfies the preset condition, de-
termine whether a quantity of allocated edges
stored in the first device is less than a first preset
threshold; and
an allocation unit, configured to allocate the cur-
rently extracted edge to the first device when
the quantity of the allocated edges stored in the
first device is less than the first preset threshold.

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the pre-
set condition comprises:
two vertices of the currently extracted edge both
match vertices in the allocated edge in the first de-
vice.

11. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the pre-
set condition comprises:
one of vertices of the currently extracted edge match-
es a vertex in the allocated edge in the first device,
and degrees of two vertices of the currently extracted
edge each are less than an average degree of ver-
tices in the allocated edge in the first device.

12. The apparatus according to any one of claims 9 to
11, wherein the apparatus further comprises:
a caching unit, configured to cache the currently ex-
tracted edge when the aggregation degree between
the currently extracted edge and the allocated edge
in the first device does not satisfy the preset condi-
tion.

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the
allocation unit is further configured to:
when a quantity of cached edges reaches a second
preset threshold, allocate some cached edges to a
second device based on a preset rule, wherein the
second device is a device that has not been allocated
an edge.

14. The apparatus according to claim 13, wherein the
allocation unit is specifically configured to:

determine a first candidate vertex connected to
a core vertex set, wherein a smallest quantity of
unallocated edges use the first candidate vertex
as a vertex, the first candidate vertex is a vertex
in a border vertex set, and the border vertex set
comprises the core vertex set;
add the first candidate vertex to the core vertex
set;
determine a second candidate vertex, wherein
the second candidate vertex is adjacent to the
first candidate vertex, and the second candidate
vertex is located outside the border vertex set;
allocate a first candidate edge to the second de-
vice, wherein the first candidate edge is an edge
formed by the first candidate vertex and the sec-
ond candidate vertex;
add the second candidate vertex to the border
vertex set;
when the border vertex set further comprises
another vertex adjacent to the second candidate
vertex, allocate an edge formed by the second
candidate vertex and the another vertex to the
second device; and
when a quantity of edges allocated to the second
device reaches a third preset threshold, sus-
pend allocation of a cached edge to the second
device.

15. The apparatus according to any one of claims 9 to
14, wherein the apparatus further comprises:

an extraction unit, configured to successively
extract an edge from cached edges before the
determining unit determines whether the aggre-
gation degree between the currently extracted
edge and the allocated edge in the first device
satisfies the preset condition; and
a deletion unit, configured to delete the currently
extracted edge from the cached edges after the
currently extracted edge is allocated to the first
device.

16. The apparatus according to any one of claims 9 to
14, wherein the apparatus further comprises:
an extraction unit, configured to successively and
randomly extract an edge from an obtained graph
before the determining unit determines whether the
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aggregation degree between the currently extracted
edge and the allocated edge in the first device sat-
isfies the preset condition.

17. A graph partitioning apparatus, configured to extract
edges one by one from a graph and allocate the edg-
es to a plurality of devices, wherein the apparatus
comprises: a transceiver, a memory storing a com-
puter instruction, and a processor executing the
computer instruction to implement the graph parti-
tioning method according to any one of claims 1 to 8.
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